






















I have no idea

where you’re

going to sleep.

My room

is tiny.

Don’t

worry

about that.

I sleep on

my feet.
Just give

me a pillow to

put between

the wall and

me…

Ahem.

My little

ears are very

delicate, you

know?

Little ears?

I bet you can

hear everything!

They get more

sensitive like

this.

they can

hear most things

within a 10 mile

radius...

Zz

Sweet dreams…

Zz

Zzz

A-a-a-
aaaaaaah…!

… choooooo!!!

What?! Did you hear

that?

It came

from

Timotea’s

room! I’ll go

check.

My little

girl doesn’t

sneeze like this!

It sounded like

an elephant.

Timotea!

Is everything

okay, love?
Er… everything’s

perfect… I…

… I think I caught

   the flu…

I’m going

to cough

now.

Cough

cough.

Aaaaaaah…

Aaaaaaah…
… choooooo!!

It’s scary.
I can even

hear an

echo.

I’ll call the

doctor.

Tell him to

hurry up.

Can mummy

tell me where

her little sick

girl is?

In her

bed.

Say ahhh

and show

me your

tongue.

Aahhhh!

Now cough.

Cough.



How is she,

doctor?

?

It’s

very, very

serious.
Is Timotea

ill?

No, she’s

perfectly

all right. I’m the one

who’s ill.

And if

I don’t take a

vacation right

now, I think I’ll

go nuts!

!!

Nuts!

Hu hu hu.

Nuts!







NEFERU, THE CAT by Carlos Trillo & Pedro Penizzotto

Danger is afoot! Piñòn, the evil, slobbering dog has moved in on Neferu the 
Cat’s territory, hypnotizing his slave and mesmerizing Neferu’s mascot. Only the 
intervention of the Goddess Bastet and the Great Cat God Tefnut can save the 
world from certain canine domination. At least that’s how the world looks through 
the eyes of a cat in Carlos Trillo and Pedro Penizzotto’s tale.
Neferu lives with his human mascot, Alex, in an apartment building in the city. 
When Alex becomes romantically involved with a neighborhood dog owner, 
Neferu’s life is thrown into turmoil. Neferu’s rough and tumble existence is 
grounded in the reality of the city: danger lurks everywhere, adventure lls the 
streets and cats rule the rooftops. Along with his fellow cat friends, Neferu has to 
nd a way to save the feline way of life.

One stormy night in the laboratory of a menacing castle, Baron Frankenstein
combines body parts of notorious scoundrels and brings to life a strange, monstrous
creature. Though possessing a criminal’s brain inside his skull, the giant has a heart
of gold and is known to help elderly ladies or pick owers for his friends.

When he is falsely imprisoned for crimes he did not commit, his friend, the young
and lovely Miss Diana, hires promising pre-teen detective Zachary Holmes to 
investigate the crimes and nd the real culprit. With the help of his assistant Watson 
-- a mouse fond of Camembert and full of witty mouse remarks -- young Zachary 
solves the mystery and saves the creature from injustice, winning over Diana’s 
heart in the process and establishing his career as an investigator.

TWO WHITE WIZARDS  by Andres Ponce & Dario Brizuela

Miza and Vester are two wizard novices, anxious to learn the secret spells that
will allow them to turn into a “White Wizard,” just like their father, the great 
Drazen.
While Drazen is away, his young, restless novices accidentally uncover the famous
Black Diamond, in which, according to legend, their father entombed his enemy,
the evil force of “Blackness.” Through their carelessness, Miza and Vester break
the magic container and set the Evil free.
With their father gone, this inexperienced duo must take care of this situation
alone - a very scary thought, indeed!

A humorous tale featuring sextuplet brothers Lucas, Lorenzo, Leandro, Leonardo,
Lalo, and Luciano -- physically identical, yet each with his own unique personality.
One fateful night, after a new doorman has turned up at their building, Lucas
notices a bright light emanating mysteriously from their parents’ bedroom. The light 
is suddenly extinguished... and Lorenzo discovers that their parents have vanished 
along with all of their clothing.

For Lorenzo, the bright light and missing wardrobe can mean only one thing: their 
mother and father have been abducted by aliens. Strengthening the theory, the 
brothers spot four deep marks on the terrace...




